Expression of Interest (EoI) for hiring the services of agencies as PIAs

Under Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushal Yojana

Ministry of Rural Development (MoRD), Government of India (GoI), is implementing placement linked skill development program under the scheme of Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushal Yojana (DDU-GKY) and Roshni (for Left Wing Extremist affected District) for skill training of rural youth with placement linkage.

2/ Madhya Pradesh Deen Dayal Antyodaya Yojana State Rural Livelihoods Mission (MP DAY SRLM) invites proposals from registered Project Implementation Agencies (with valid PRN No. with MoRD, GoI) to implement the DDU-GKY and Roshni in Madhya Pradesh.

3/ The Proposals are invited from agencies to address following types of courses/category under DDU-GKY and Roshni (only for Balaghat District) in the state:
   - Long Term Residential
   - Short Term Residential
   - Separate project proposals for Persons With Disability (PwD)

4/ During the sanctioning of the projects, preference may be given to Government Agencies and Agencies having captive placements.

5/ Interested agencies may submit their proposals online at http://erp.ddugky.info along with application fee of INR 25,000/- drawn in favour of CEO SRLM DDUGKY MPRAF (Account No.: 631000010004238, Punjab National Bank, IFSC Code- PUNB0631000, Bhopal Branch, EPCO SHAHPURA-631000). Project appraisal fee will be applicable separately to the applicant PIA. This is in pursuant of Notification 17/2018 dated 10th July 2018 and Notification 20/2017 dated 03rd April, 2017 regarding the appraisal process for new projects of DDU-GKY and DDU-GKY Guidelines.

6/ The proposals should be submitted before 23rd April, 2019. Proposal received after aforesaid date shall not be considered for this period of assignment. Incomplete proposal in any respect shall be summarily rejected.

7/ While formulating the proposals; guidelines, notifications and process may be taken into account as laid down by DDU-GKY MoRD, GoI for the purpose. Project applications shall be processed as per norms and target issued by MoRD to Madhya Pradesh. The CEO, MP DAY SRLM reserves the right to accept/reject any or all the proposals without assigning any reason thereof.

(Ajay Kumar Sharma)
Chief Executive Officer
MP-DAY State Rural Livelihood Mission